
Subject: My Life - A 26 Year Old Roadcrafter Saved it...
Date: Sun, 1 Mar 2015 17:32:25 -0800
From: Grant Boysen 
To: service@aerostich.com

I don’t even know where to begin, 

My name is Grant Boysen, and a 26 year old Roadcrafter saved my life on the first of January. 

On a muggy day in December I set out on a cross country ride from Washington DC to California. I’ll spare you the details of the trip 
(see attached ADV link for trip pictures and junk http://www.advrider.com/forums/showthread.php?t=1031571) Well, flash forward a few 
weeks and I am flying down US-90 in Texas at roughly 100mph. 

I hit a large piece of chain link that was laying in the road, which I did not see somehow. Instant lock to lock tank slapper. I tried to throttle 
out from 70mph to calm down the chassis, but it was to little too late. I was bucked and kicked off at somewhere between 90-100mph. The 
bike flipped and impacted the ground no less than 7 times and traveled 470 feet down the road. I rolled, skidded, flipped, crunched and 
smacked for over 420 feet from the point of first impact. 

When I came to a stop I saw that my left wrist and hand was completely smashed, but the suit was mostly intact! Somehow?! Take a look at 
the thread (page 6) it is some of the coarsest roadway I’ve ever seen. The EMT’s that arrived could not cut the suit off, they went through 
3 pairs of trauma sheers just to open up my sleeve to put in the IV. After closer inspection of the suit in the ER later in the day, it has 
surely seen better days. I’ve never actually seen an Roadcrafter with this much damage. It looks like it was hung out in a field and shot with 
12gauge bird shot over and over again... 

After all was said and done, I only had a smidgen of rash on my knee where all the fabric was torn though, a little splotch on my right 
elbow and a broken left wrist and 6 fingers. That is it. 

Soon after the accident, a US Border Patrol agent arrived. As soon as he stepped out of his car I heard: 

“How long as he been dead?” 

I shouted back at the top of my lungs 

“I’m still f*ck’n alive!!” 

We later talked a bit, he stated that most accidents that happen out there on US-90 involving motorcycles are fatalities. He had never seen 
someone survive an accident of this magnitude. Let alone survive, I walked away with almost no injuries, all things considering!
I can confidently say, without my 26 year old Roadcrafter I would not be writing you this email today. 

Now I have to find a 36L somewhere, know anyone selling a discounted one? Haha... This unemployed Veteran and full time student won’t 
ride with any other type of gear.

Thanks again for the best riding suit in the world!

-Grant 


